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Waves I nterContinental

ABOUT US

WlC, was founded in 2002, with a vision to be leaders
in international transportation services World Wide,
setting standards of excellence.

To offer efficient transport system to an emerging
Indian industry was the need of the hour. With the
power of technology, systems, networks and efficient
operations, we offerthe Best services worldwide.

Five professionally managed business establishments
at Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad & Mumbai
managed by focused service providers meet the daily
challenges to the Customers delight.



PROJECTS

Our Projects division is
professionally managed
with specialized skilled staff
and particularly focused on
the global transportation of
heavy lift units, Oversized
cargos, Break Bulk and
project related shipments
either as an,' ocean
transportation onlp or as an
integrated transportation to
the jobsite. Werl provide
specific marine vessels tailored to job requirements and can source any type of
special carrier on the basis of voyage charter, part charter, time charter. Our
experience in this industry wide includes a range of Projects including Power
Plant equipment, Transformers, Incinerators, Oil & Gas, Machineries,
Fabrication items, Electrical Towers, Cement Plants etc. Through our network
we cover all Continents for optimal service and exposure to ensure complete
handling of all projects including door to door transport. Our strength is our
ability to keep in mind even the Smallest details in the logistics operations that
are critical to completing a project successfully.Today, and indeed every day,
sees our team apply their passion for finding better and smarter ways of
solving your logistics requirements. lt is their unshakeable belief that nothing
is impossible which is responsible for the continuous improvement of our
Customer Service.
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Head Office: No. 13 Sesha Sadan, Cambridge Road, Ulsoor, Bangalore- 560 008. India
Phone:2530 6330 / 6331 / 6332, Fax:2530 6329

Branch Office: Old No.318, New No.32, Thambuchetti Street, Chennai - 600001.
Phone: O44 - 25210968,25210978


